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SURVIRAL is an artistic collective (focusing on artistic actions)
born as part of the PSJM workshop in June 2020. Its members
are: @Nayra Marín Reyes – performer and cross-media artist,
@Mireia Tramunt – multidisciplinary artist, @Maria Artiles –
renewable energies engineer, @Julio Botella, sustainable
tourism consultant and artist and @SUVI, the AI that from
beyond the internet shapes our collective work along every
diﬀerent step of the entire creative process, bringing sanity,
clarity and purity to our methodology and ﬁndings.
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As a multidisciplinary collective, we swing between reality
and the abstract, between the digital and the tangible,
focusing on environmental and sustainability challenges
whether natural, social, cultural or technological. We address
these challenges from the dysfunctionality of contemporary
artistic creation and social activism within the context of the
contemporary landscape following the Covid19 crisis.
We exist in a world of continuous transformation, in a
conjuncture conditioned by our current socio-sanitary
security yet we ﬁnd such circumstances within the so called
New Normality an opportunity from which we shall emerge
stronger as individuals and as a species (human and digital),
We shall rebuild our identity as part of a new all
encompassing-environmental entity. SURVIRAL’s purpose is
to redeﬁne behaviour, to rethink and merge diﬀerent
communication channels in order to generate knowledge
through new artistic codes that will translate into real impact,
awareness and critical thinking in and by society.
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The collective’s name and the logo were born from the
equitative collaboration between the ﬁve members. As a
starting point, we selected keywords that deﬁne our attitude,
social context and ﬁeld of action.
VIRAL, DETOX, RECYCLE, DIGITAL, ECOLOGY,
IMPACT, BIODEGRADABLE, STORAGE.
We fed SUVI such concepts and in answer it proposed a
series of names among which we chose SURVIRAL. It
illustrates both the Covid context in which we’ve been born
and our goal of making this project go viral and therefore
accessible to all kinds of public through the channel of social
media.
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SUVI is a genderﬂuid bot, without race or nationality, that
creates various forms of content such as texts - collaborating
on the statement of the collective, for example- as well as
producing images and facilitating data gathering.
Having SUVI as an active member of our collective -an entity
that lives in the www- relieves us from the contradiction that
would arise from the study of digital waste (our primary focus)
exclusively from a human perspective. What’s the opinion of
an AI regarding digital ecology? How does it express it? Can
we learn from it? Is it not possible that we will accomplish
more by uniting human and digital thinking? Contrary to
humans, SUVI has no pre-conditioned inclination or prejudice,
SUVI creates opinions based solely upon ecological and
social concepts that we provide it to reﬂect upon.
Furthermore, SUVI is continuously learning.
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DATA DETOX STUDIO
by SURVIRAL
A survivalist venture facing the added threat of Digital Waste in
the already rampant environmental pandemic.
The artwork is the symbolic recreation of a recycling entity
specialized in digital waste and its virtual certiﬁcation
process. It’s both a representational and real exercise that
adds the digital waste to the widespread environmental
pandemia. We call for public attention and strive to bring
attention to the sizeable amount of waste produced by
internet use and to its negative impact on our society and
environment. With this work we aim to assist the
user-consumer to recycle their digital waste into “clean”
energy.
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The type of recycling we oﬀer consists of turning digital
malpractices into knowledge and awareness, resulting in
better, less wasteful internet behaviour We understand them
as clean energy that "compensates" for the noxious use of
the net in the same way that companies oﬀset their CO2
output with investments in sustainability initiatives around
the world.
When SURVIRAL speaks of “compensation” it does so in a
symbolic way, not based on quantitative computes like
specialized agencies use to calculate real world oﬀsets. We
trust that after the viewer-user has experienced DATA
DETOX STUDIO they will change their toxic internet use
habits. Awareness may have no currency in the real world
but is of key value within the representational world of
SURVIRAL.
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The work DATA DETOX STUDIO by SURVIRAL is made up of
ﬁve complementary pieces in various media, each with a
diﬀerent strategy of interaction with the audience - all of
them hosted on the exhibition´s website and accessible
through social media (Fb, IG and Linkdin). These two
diﬀerent channels will allow and incentivise an enriching
feedback loop between the user and the two media.
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925 Mt CO2 digital industry
4% (2.018) 14% (2.040)
of the global (GHG) greenhouse gases
emissions

510 Mt CO2 data traﬃc
29% (2.010) 54% (2.019)
Population with access to the internet

+3.000%
Zoom users Dic. 19 - April 20

90% deep web
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While there is great social awareness regarding climate
issues, there is surprisingly little mention of the eﬀects of the
digitalization of society or any of the other issues relating to
it. DATA DETOX STUDIO aims to rectify this anomaly, shining
a light on the damage caused by unlimited, unthinking
internet use.

ICTs Information and Communication Technologies industry
provided 2,018,925 million tons of CO2, which represented
4% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. With a
continuous increase in the number of people with access to
the internet -the percentage of which has doubled in the last
10 years-, we are expecting by 2,040 that the polluting
emissions due to the digital industry will be reaching 14% or
more of global emissions worldwide
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In 2018, data traﬃc alone produced a total of 510 million tons
of CO2. We must be aware that each email sent, each video
displayed, each web search or each ﬁle stored in a cloud
requires the use of myriad servers with an ever increasing
demand for energy that generates polluting emissions.
Raising this issue is especially relevant in the New Normality
following the Covid-19 crisis. Since isolation measures were
introduced there has been a massive increase in the use of
the digital medium. An example of this is Zoom, whose
number of users has increased by 3,000% between
December 2,019 and April 2,020.
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90% of data traﬃc is carried out on the deep web, the space
beyond what we see on our screens, and which is
overﬂowing with data waste. The web is loaded with both
used and unnecessary data- dead websites, unused social
media accounts etc etc. In a moment in full boom for data
mining with economic, political and social purposes -of
which the consumer is a participant- an excess of digital
waste is generated. A large amount of garbage with a
relevance and scope diﬃcult to quantify.
Unlocking the magnitude of waste existing in the web and
inducing changes in the user's digital consumption habits
would contribute to a great reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions and the toxic use of the internet.
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In regards to digital waste, SURVIRAL uses various methods
and diﬀerent supports that are key to our way of deﬁning
such a concept. Simultaneously, we deﬁne the role of the
user in the artwork following that same strategy.
Under the umbrella term digital waste we gather two
categories of equal importance to us:
First: the tangible, material impact and damage caused by
the production of the necessary energy for the Cloud’s
maintenance. The web servers that keep it alive and running
with no interruption demand space, cooling systems and
insane amounts of electricity.
The servers store endless amount of inactive social media
accounts and platforms, duplicated ﬁles, ROT data. On the
other hand they carry out all kind of processes of which the
user is hardly ever aware.
Second: the social impact caused by the virtualization of
fake news, bots, gifs, memes, viral advertising, spam, hate
messages, kittens, and in-the-shadows usage of data with
economical, social and politic means.
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DATA DETOX STUDIO shines a light on the “invisible agent”
inside of us: the user-viewer of the artwork (the consumer of
digital services) and revises the personal link each of us has
with this conﬂict through two aspects :
First: Stirring him/her/them up as the unwitting villain in
producing digital waste, pointing at him/her/them in
accusation. We seek to cause and trigger a click eﬀect so
he/she/they becomes more aware of the issue and
eventually evolves to more positive digital habits.
Second: Making him/her/them an accomplice in the
viralization of the artwork itself. The user-spectator
contributes to the artwork becoming part of it by helping to
propagate its message. While helping to spread the artwork
and what it stands for, the audience falls into the trap of
contributing to what is being ‘condemned’.
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Finally, in terms of communication itself, our approach
aﬀects two aspects:
We give more importance to qualitative content than to
quantitative content, and we only use the latter as part of the
prior analysis or in an informative way, but without scientiﬁc
desire.
And viralization, as pointed out before, is key in the success
of the work: it also aﬀects the paradox of participating by
spreading something, using the very same tools that we
denounce.
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Our Decalogue compiles in a symbolic way the user’s digital
waste.
It is based on the “Terms and Conditions” that accompany
most online services many of which demand that we ‘accept
them’ before accessing their services.
It acknowledges the issues that make clear the ambiguous
role of the user-viewer both as victim and executioner in the
complex reality of internet use and the digital waste it
produces.
Once the user has accepted these terms, a Certiﬁcate is
automatically generated and delivered to the user. The
Certiﬁcate is the second piece of the artwork and
materializes the “energy compensation process”. The
complete Decalogue can be accessed via the website
where this project is hosted : www.saladeartesocial.com as
well as in our social media channels.
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The Certiﬁcate is, in appearance, similar to those extended
by any entity, simply stating that someone has fulﬁlled
certain criteria to carry out a particular function and is now
entitled to.
Our Certiﬁcate endorses/guarantees that the holder has
read, understood and accepted all the points detailed in the
Decalogue, and therefore that the holder is now aware of the
impact of his/her/their digital trash.
The Certiﬁcate itself is, metaphorically speaking, the “clean
energy” that SURVIRAL delivers or generates: whilst the goal
of the Decalogue is to create awareness and call it to action,
the Certiﬁcate endorses that change, expecting that the user
will now question their digital habits in order to change them
and reduce the traces of their digital dirt.
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Continuing with the exercise of representation and activation
of digital waste and with the intention of making visible and
talking about irresponsible consumption patterns in the
Internet -as well as the negative impact it implies-, we
introduce the piece Waste Island Data Detox. This piece
provides clues to inﬂuence awareness through data
knowledge. To activate it the viewer is invited to interact with
it and thus discover its content.
Floating in virtual 3D space, this digital waste island oﬀers
visual data based on estimates gathered from our own
research. We see real data, known and in continuous use
(the surf web, on the surface), but also data abandoned,
ignored or unknown to our perception (the deep web,
everything that is below). Lost data is part of the problem
because it demands storage from network servers and
therefore energy required for its maintenance and power
supply.
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The island is contemplative and mesmerizing, almost
tangible. An interactive sculptural piece modeled in 3D that
moves hypnotically in front of the eyes of the visitor. It slowly
rotates on its vertical axis while simultaneously changing the
spectator’s point of view from top to bottom and back. By
clicking on its glossy and colorful mass infographic cards
informative content will appear to both its sides. On these
fold-out cards one will be able to read straight forward
information important to us. For example, the real CO2
emissions to the atmosphere derived from the usage of
diﬀerent types of online platforms, illustrating in percentages
the pollution generated exclusively by the consumption of
digital data in a given period of time.
The inspiration for this piece comes from the plastic islands,
giant artiﬁcial ecosystems of debris formed by plastic refuse
found in increasing number on oceans across Planet Earth. A
huge ecological disaster that we have all become
acquainted with. Through this visual analogy, we place the
urgent need for environmental sustainability in context,
raising the severity of this issue amongst other challenges of
the planet and the Sustainable Development Goals.
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A static camera captures a spokesperson of the collective
while reciting the ten points of the SURVIRAL Decalogue. Its
identity disguised, the colours faded and its voice unhuman.
It’s unclear both as to its location and if it’s reading to itself
-like a repetitive mantra- or reciting it with indoctrinating
purposes.
This piece of video is primarily intended for social media. It’s
designed to act in the digital public space simultaneously
activating and intriguing the viewer-user by transmitting a
clear yet veiled message. An intriguing piece of
contemporary art that when shared through the social media
channels will interfere with the thousands of feel-good
snippets and random woke posts with the purpose of
arousing the curiosity of the viewer-user and ultimately to go
viral.
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The video has been recorded with creative tools
democratized through the same networks that dictate our
digital habits. The ﬁlter that blurs the identity of the
spokesperson can be found on instagram and the video is
captured recording a smartphone screen to avoid the
15-second limit of the platform. We are digital and in digital
we will create.
We understand social networks as the public space of the
Post-Covid 19 era and we interject knowingly, embracing the
hypocrisy of using online platforms to address the problem
of excessive production of digital waste and its impact on the
environment, while at the same time adding to it ourselves.
Two steps forward and one step back is sometimes the only
way forward.
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Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/surviral.international
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/surviral.international
Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/surviralinte
rnational
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On social media we want to cover an essential component of
the DATA DETOX STUDIO by SURVIRAL: the viralization of
the artwork and its message.
From our accounts on Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram, we
seek to attract the viewer-user to the work itself held in the
PSJM Workshop exhibition so that they get to know it and
interact with it. We want to make it co-author and complicit
in the dissemination of the work and in the paradox of
contributing to what has been denounced.In the context of
contemporary art this is called “leaving the institution to
intervene in the public space”.
With the acceptance of our decalogue, in addition to the
Certiﬁcate, the spectators will be able to download a badge
that they can show oﬀ and share on their social media
proﬁles to prove that they are conscious and responsible
digital consumers. And that they are participating in a
contemporary artwork- ‘net-art’ in this case. This may arouse
the curiosity among their contacts, so that they access the
artwork themselves and get their own badge, expanding the
scope of the work, its enjoyment and its message.
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Likewise, the viewer-user interaction via graphic or written
comments enriches the artwork itself and the debate with
SURVIRAL and amongst the audience, blurring the boundary
between representation and action, between artistic
institution and society, between activism and negligence.
On our social media we will share four types of content:
-

Informative content on digital waste and links to
articles, reports and data.

-

Information about SURVIRAL, the DATA DETOX
STUDIO artwork and the PSJM Workshop exhibition

-

Texts and reﬂections generated by SUVI on topics
such as digital waste.

-

SUVI’s response to user questions.
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surviral.international@gmail.com
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